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Topic: South America                                                     Year: 6

What I will know by the end of this topic:

• Similarities and differences between Brazil and the UK.

• South America is the fourth largest continent in the world.

• South America is the fifth-most populous continent in the world 
(420 million) and over half of these people live in Brazil.

• Most of the people live on east and west coasts.

• Throughout the 16th-17th centuries, European settlers (mainly 
from Portugal and Spain) invaded and colonised South America. 
South Americans mainly speak Portuguese and Spanish because of 
this.

• The Rio Carnival is a festival held every year before lent and is 
considered the biggest carnival in the world with 2 million people 
attending daily.

• The coffee plant is grown in abundance in South America, and 
many countries form the continent are the biggest producers of 
coffee in the world.

• Trade in goods such as coffee benefits countries but is not always 
fair. Fair Trade is an organisation that helps people benefit from 
better trade deals in South America.

Diagrams/Maps/Timelines (as appropriate)

What I know already:
• South America is one of the seven continents.

• It is located in the southern hemisphere.

• It has a diverse range of biomes including desert, rainforest 

and tundra.

• The Amazon Rainforest stretches across multiple countries in 

South America including Brazil, Bolivia and Peru.

Key Vocabulary:
• Country – An area controlled by its own government.

• Continent - A large landmass made up of many countries.

• Trade – to take part in the exchange, purchase, or sale of 

goods

• Import – to bring goods into a country from another 

country.

• Export – to send goods (sell) to another country

• Wealth – amount of money or possessions

• Poverty – lack of money or basic possessions for living.

• Favela – land at the edge of the city with constructed 

homes/rooms made from salvaged or stolen materials.

• Tourism - traveling for pleasure.


